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Abstract: Eccrine angiomatous hamartoma (EAH) is a relatively rare benign skin disease charac-
terized by the proliferation of eccrine sweat glands associated with capillary hemangioma and the
proliferation of other skin elements such as adipose tissue, hair, and epidermis. The onset of the
disease is usually at birth or in childhood and tends to occur in the extremities of females, but it
occurred in an adult male in this case. The patient was a 72-year-old man with a 12 × 12 mm light
brown, elastic, slightly firm skin nodule on the flexor aspect of his right forearm. A biopsy revealed
enlargement of blood vessels, sweat glands, sweat ducts, and erector spongiosum with both lumen
dilation and narrowing, leading to the diagnosis of EAH. The histopathological features of EAH
include a marked proliferation of microvessels, epithelial-like changes in vascular endothelial cells
(such as enlarged nuclei), and infiltration of inflammatory cells, mainly lymphocytes and plasma cells.
In adult-onset cases, EAH can be clinically difficult to distinguish from epithelioid hemangioma (EH),
which differs in the predominance of microvascular proliferation and the presence of eosinophils in
the infiltrating inflammatory cells. It can also be distinguished from EAH by the negative results of
S100 and anti-EMA in immunohistological staining. In the current cases, we were able to differentiate
the two cases from characteristic findings on HE staining.

Keywords: eccrine angiomatous hamartoma (EAH); epithelioid hemangioma (EH); hyperplasia of
normal or dilated eccrine glands; S100; anti-EMA

1. Introduction

Eccrine angiomatous hamartoma (EAH) is a relatively rare benign skin disease first
described by Lotzbeck [1] in 1859 as a lesion of hemangiomatous tissue with a proliferation
of eccrine sweat glands, and defined as EAH by Hyman et al. [2]. EAH is a solitary
erythematous nodule with a predilection for infancy and childhood. It usually occurs on
the hands and feet but can also appear on other parts of the body. In recent years, some
cases have been reported in adults, and it is sometimes difficult to clinically distinguish
EAH from epithelioid hemangioma (EH). In the present study, we report a case of EAH in
an adult based on clinical and histopathological examinations and compare it with a case
of EH.

2. Case Report
2.1. Case 1

A 72-year-old man noticed a skin rash on his right forearm while working in his garden
two months prior to presentation. Assuming it was a bug bite, he ignored it, but it did not
improve. He decided that it was a thorn prick and punctured it himself, but no thorn was
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found. One month later, he visited a local dermatologist who diagnosed the rash as a local
infection with desquamation and exudate on the surface; he was prescribed minocycline
100 mg/day for 12 days. Since there was no improvement after this and tenderness was
observed, the patient was referred to our department.

At the time of initial examination, there was a 12 × 12 mm pale brown, elastic, slightly
firm, dermal nodule on the flexor aspect of the right forearm that was adherent to the
epidermis but had good mobility with the lower floor (Figure 1a–c). Although slight
tenderness was noted, there was no hyperhidrosis or hypertrichosis. Echo ultrasonography
showed a slightly hypoabsorbent nodule with indistinct borders and no internal blood flow
(Figure 2a,b).
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Figure 1. Clinical picture: (a) a 12 × 12 mm pale brown, elastic, slightly firm, dermal nodule on the
flexor aspect of the right forearm; (b) Front view; (c) Side view.
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Figure 2. Echo ultrasonography shows a slightly hypoabsorbent nodule with indistinct
borders (a). Doppler image; No internal blood flow is observed (b).

Excisional biopsy revealed increased vascularity, sweat glands, and sweat ducts with
lumen dilation and narrowing (Figure 3a,b). There were numerous capillary channels
surrounding or intermingled with the eccrine structures. Fibroblast proliferation was
observed around the sweat glands, accompanied by edema. Large malformed sebaceous
glands without continuity with hair follicles were observed. Although the hemangioma
component was scant, we diagnosed EAH because of its relationship to eccrine glands. He
has passed without any recurrence.

2.2. Case 2

A 40-year-old man noticed a 10 × 11 mm red dome-shaped nodule above the anterior
part of the left ear for over a year (Figure 4a,b). There were no subjective symptoms, and
excisional biopsy revealed dilated blood vessels in all layers of the dermis and enlarged
endothelial cells lining blood vessels (Figure 5a,b). In addition, inflammatory cell infiltration
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with few eosinophils was observed in the surrounding area (Figure 5c), which led to the
diagnosis of EH. After the resection, the patient passed without any problems.
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Figure 5. Dilated blood vessels in all layers of the dermis and enlarged endothelial cells lining
blood vessels are observed: (a) ×200 magnification; (b) ×400 magnification; (c) Inflammatory cell
infiltration with few eosinophils is observed in the surrounding area (×400 magnification).

3. Discussion

It is known that the majority of EAH cases develop at birth or in childhood as a hyper-
metropic disorder characterized by the proliferation of eccrine sweat glands associated with
capillary hemangiomas and the proliferation of other skin elements such as adipose tissue,
hair, and epidermis; more common in women, and the most typical site of occurrence is in
the extremities. In recent years, there have been a few reports of adult-onset cases, some
of which have been triggered by external stimulus [3–6]. In this case, it could have been
induced by an insect bite or by skin puncture. The clinical features of EAH include nodules,
masses, and patches that vary in color from brown to red, purple-red, and normal skin
color. Local tenderness and hyperhidrosis may or may not be present. Histopathological
evaluation is necessary for the definitive diagnosis of EAH, and, in most cases, the lesions
are located in the dermis. Pelle et al. defined the diagnostic criteria for EAH and included
hyperplasia of normal or dilated eccrine glands; close association of eccrine structures
with capillary hemangioma structures; and the presence of hair, adipose tissue, mucous
components, and lymphatic vascular structures in their criteria [7]. This case does not fulfil
all the requirements/underpinnings of classic eccrine angiomatous hamartoma rather than
the criteria of a “forme fruste”-like variant of EAH, although so far for these lesions, no
clearly defined histopathological terminology exists. Immunohistochemical (IHC) staining
for EAH shows similar findings to normal eccrine structures: Secretory portions are positive
S100 protein for eccrine structures, CAM5.2 for epithelial cells, anti-epithelial membrane
antigen (EMA) for glandular epitheliums, and anti-carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) for
eccrine structures. Tubular portions are positive anti-CEA and anti-EMA [8]. Factor VIII-
associated antigen and anti-Ulex Europaeus Lection 1 antibody are useful for identifying
vascular components [9].

Generally, EH is a benign disease known to form reddish-brown nodules with a
predilection for the skin or subcutaneous tissues of the head, neck, and extremities.
Histopathological features of EH include a marked proliferation of microvessels, enlarged
nuclei of vascular endothelial cells, epithelial-like changes, and occasional vacuolation
of nuclei [10]. The stroma is characterized by inflammatory cell infiltration, mainly by
lymphocytes and plasma cells, and often by eosinophils. IHC staining is negative for S100
and anti-EMA, unlike EAH [11].
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From the above, the lesions of EH are mainly vascular proliferation and can be distin-
guished from EAH by the absence of eccrine sweat gland-like structures and eosinophils. If
HE staining is difficult to diagnose, IHC staining for S100 and anti-EMA is helpful. In the
present case, both showed typical findings on HE staining and could be diagnosed.

Clinically, the other differential diagnosis of EAH includes eccrine nevus, tufted
angioma, smooth muscle hamartoma, and blue rubber bleb nevus syndrome (Table 1). The
histopathologic examination aids in the distinction from these entities, but eccrine nevus
may display histologic resemblance. The absence of angiomatous hyperplasia in eccrine
nevus, a rare entity characterized by groupings of normal to enlarged eccrine structures,
distinguishes it from EAH.

Table 1. EAH and the clinical differential diagnoses of EAH, including the features of demography
and histopathological findings.

Disease Number of Cases
Reported in English Histopathological Finding Reference

EAH <100

the lesion affects mainly mid and deep dermis
and is composed of lobules of proliferating
capillaries intricately admixed with sweat
glands and ducts, fat and myxoid tissue.

[12]

Eccrine nevus 20
It is characterized by groupings of normal to
enlarged eccrine structures. (The absence of

angiomatous hyperplasia)
[13]

Tufted angioma 200

multiple, scattered lobules of small capillary
type vessels with small oval to spindle shaped
cells throughout the dermis and subcutaneous

tissue imparting a “cannonball” or
glomerular appearance.

[14]

Smooth muscle hamartoma <20 (Only acquired type)

It shows disseminated proliferation of mature
smooth muscle cells of a central cigar-shaped

nucleus and fibrillary and
eosinophilic cytoplasm.

[15,16]

Blue rubber bleb
nevus syndrome 200

cutaneous lesions are non-specific and have
features of venous malformations. Large,

tortuous, dilated vessels with a single
endothelial lining are noted, and smooth

muscle may be present in the vessel walls.

[17]

4. Conclusions

We examined EAH that developed in an adult male. In the current case, the he-
mangioma component was scant, but the presence of capillaries closely associated with
proliferating eccrine glands allowed the diagnosis of EAH. In adult cases, it is difficult to
distinguish EAH from EH, and the presence of eccrine glands is important. If a diagnosis is
difficult with HE staining, IHC staining for S100 and anti-EMA may be helpful.
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